Born in Marlborough, in the year the first vines were planted, Jules has literally grown up with
Sauvignon Blanc. Local girl Jules spent several years putting her viticulture and oenology post
graduate degree to use as Group Senior Winemaker for one of Marlborough’s largest wineries,
and then as Consultant Winemaker to the region’s most prestigious brand.
Several life-affirming vintages in Italy underscored Jules’ love of wine as a simple pleasure to be
enjoyed alongside good food and great friends. Jules strongly believes wine should be more
about creating great memories and less about status or cellaring potential.
In 2001, Jules Taylor Wines emerged as a little moonlighting project with a mere 176 cases.
Seven years, two children and many, many late nights later, George and Jules took the nailbiting decision to put everything on the line, trade in their day jobs, and give their dream a
shot. Jules left her corporate winemaking career to make wines the way she thinks they should
be made.
Extensive experience with Marlborough’s various vineyard flavor characters, a deep attachment
to her home region along with strong personal connections to the grape growing
families of Marlborough allow Jules to source hidden pockets of outstanding fruit.
Come harvest time, you’ll find Jules relentlessly walking the rows of each vineyard, tasting
berries for days on end, searching for the perfect flavor profile. Leading up to the crucial
decision of when to pick to ensure optimum results, she makes the call purely by taste, not
relying on results from the laboratory.
Jules and George are a picky lot. They only make one batch of each wine at harvest. So, enjoy
it while you can. Once it’s gone, it’s well and truly gone.
Every bottle of Jules Taylor wine is exceptional. Jules only makes top notch wines and she
guarantees this personally when she puts her name on the bottle.
The Wines
There are two ranges within the Jules Taylor Wines portfolio; Jules Taylor Classic wines and
Jules Taylor ‘On The Quiet’ wines. Jules Taylor Classic range is targeted at broad distribution
across a wide range of on and off premise outlets. Jules Taylor ‘On The Quiet” series is a
selection of single vineyard wines produced in limited quantities and is targeted at on premise
and fine wine retail.

Jules Taylor Classic Range
Everyday deliciousness in a bottle, these are honest, tasty fruit-packed wines crafted with
sunshine from Marlborough and love from Jules. These are best partnered with spectacular
sunsets, good friends and your favorite food.
Sauvignon Blanc
The signature dish. When Jules talks about Sauvignon Blanc, clouds part and celestial choirs
sing. This is the wine Jules loves because it is so expressive of the site where it’s grown. It’s a
grape that, within a row - and even within a bunch - has an incredible diversity of pure flavor.
They don’t pick from the central Wairau Valley (where majority of Marlborough wineries source
their grapes), which means their ‘Sauv’ is bursting with flavors of tropical fruits and citrus rather
than capsicum and gooseberries; just the way Jules likes it.
Pinot Gris
For Jules, Pinot Gris is a wine that allows a little winemaker experimentation each year, evolving
the techniques and trying something a little different. Jules wild ferments and barrel ages a
small portion of this wine which gives it subtle warmed butter and toasted nut characters
imparting a richness and complexity. With its predominant flavors of Packham pear, stonefruit
and its dry finish, this is an elegant Pinot Gris that always freshens and delights.
Chardonnay
Chardonnay is one of the unsung heroes of Marlborough. The fashion for Chardonnay used to
be the big, buttery, oaky, but this wine is just the opposite. With only 10% new oak and a
partial malolactic ferment, this wine is fresh and has great upfront fruit flavors that express the
vineyards they came from. The palate is stunningly smooth with flavors of stone fruits which
infuse with the wines buttery, mealy characters developed from the maturation in barrel with
lees.
Grüner Veltliner
The name’s a bit of a mouthful so they just call it Grüner. It is a cool climate Austrian variety
somewhere between a Riesling and Pinot Gris. One reason they’re making it is to stretch their
wings to see if there is life after Sauvignon Blanc - and the initial results suggest that there
might be. Jules wild ferments a portion of this wine making it particularly refined and unique.
Layered and creamy with softened acidity and nutty nuances. The predominant lemon, white
peach and green apple flavors and dry palate make it a harmonious wine that is hard to pass up
with any fresh and spicy dish.
Pinot Noir
A stunningly expressive wine, this is dangerously good Marlborough Pinot Noir. Although Jules
may be famous for her white wines, Pinot Noir is the rising star of Marlborough. Grown on the
southern hills in clay soils, this Pinot is always well rounded with oh-so juicy flavors of dark

cherry and black Doris plum. The wild fermentation along with extended lees maturation in
have added complexity and texture to the dark fruits and the finish is dry with a nice touch of
dark chocolate and spice.
On the Quiet
All Jules Taylor’s OTQ wines are limited release, single vineyard parcels crafted in tiny quantities
and made only in the best vintages. They are all hard to get hold of and always sell out.
The idea started with a perfect parcel of Sauvignon Blanc grapes, hidden at the back of the
cellar in an old barrel, and kept “On The Quiet” from the rest of the world (including husband
George), until the very last moment.
Jules Taylor’s OTQ wines are drops of pure indulgence, respectful of their vineyard and
showcasing the complexity and diversity of Marlborough’s styles
MEADOWBANK ESTATE VINEYARD OTQ SAUVIGNON BLANC 2018
Taylor Pass sub-region, Marlborough
HAND HARVESTED | WHOLE BUNCH PRESSED | WILD FERMENT IN NEUTRAL OAK |
MALOLACTIC FERMENT
This wine is a very special showcase of the versatility of Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc, released
in a very limited quantity.
MEADOWBANK ESTATE VINEYARD OTQ CHARDONNAY
Taylor Pass Sub-region, Marlborough
HAND HARVESTED | WHOLE BUNCH PRESSED | WILD FERMENTED | AGED IN FRENCH OAK |
MALOLACTIC FERMENT
A wealth of nutty, toasty oak detail in this wine is balanced with intense stonefruit and biscuity
flavors.
BRANKEN HILL VINEYARD OTQ PINOT NOIR ROSE 2019
Hawkesbury sub-region, Marlborough
HAND HARVESTED | PINOT NOIR GRAPES | MACERATION METHOD
A delicate and elegant salmon pink Rosé, with bright aromas from the long cool ferment and
flavors that dance over the taut and refreshingly crisp palate with incredible persistence.

WREKIN VINEYARD OTQ PINOT NOIR 2017
Brancott Sub-region, Marlborough
HAND HARVESTED | WILD FERMENTED | EXTENDED MACERATION | AGED IN FRENCH OAK
A dense and brooding pinot noir from the Clay soil slopes of Marlborough’s Southern Valleys,
this wine is more structured and intense than typical expressions of Marlborough Pinot
Noir.

KEY SELLING POINTS
QUALITY AND INTEGRITY OVER THE BOTTOM LINE
Jules Taylor Wines is entirely owned by Jules and her husband George Elworthy. Upon exiting
the corporate wine world Jules and George vowed that no matter what, they would make all
decisions regarding sourcing grapes, yields, crafting and bottling to ensure they were able
to create and deliver an exemplary range of wines each year instead of simply meeting sales
targets and market projections.
OPERATED BETWEEN THE VINES
Jules Taylor Wines is operated locally, here in sunny Marlborough. Meaning, with the help their
team, George and Jules get to keep a constant eye on the weather, the vines and how best to
manage them and the season ahead.
ONE HARVEST, ONE BATCH
They only make one batch of each wine variety every vintage. This means when you enjoy a
glass of Jules Taylor wine you know that you are getting consistent, flavor-full wine no matter
where you are in the world.
THEY
SAUV
Jules makes Sauvignon Blanc in a full range of styles - classic, barrel fermented and sweet.
Jules is 100% committed to this variety. When Jules talks about Sauvignon Blanc, clouds part
and celestial choirs sing.
Jules Taylor Wines was a founding member of the Appellation Marlborough Wines quality
organization set up to showcase and protect the highest quality examples of Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc.
With Love from Jules

It’s all about enjoying great wine with the people you love in a place that’s important to you.
Drinking wine should be less about status and more about creating good memories with people
you love and enjoying it with great food. - Jules

2018
MARLBOROUGH

CHARDONNAY
V I N TA G E N O T E S

Spring temperatures in Marlborough this season were a few degrees above the long
term average. Moisture content in the soils was low which lead to an even bud burst
in the vines. Below average rain fall continued from September to December, these
settled weather conditions were ideal for ﬂowering and a great fruit set. Chardonnay
ﬂowered early December with the other varieties right behind making us worry that
everything would be ready to harvest at the same time. Post ﬂowering, the warmer
temperatures continued but the dry conditions gave way to frequent rainfall which
meant verasion occured earlier than usual in Marlborough. However all this rain
meant vine canopies were in excellent health all the way to harvest. The real
challenge for the season was with some sizeable rainfall events in late February and
early March which caused some disease pressure around the district, but luckily our
Chardonnay blocks were free draining and happily we were able to harvest our fruit
in great condition with a really balanced crop load and fruit jam packed with ﬂavor!

Straw yellow.

V I N I F I C AT I O N

The fruit for this wine came from two unique vineyards in Marlborough’s Southern
Valleys, Meadowbank Estate up the Taylor Pass and Anderson Vineyard in
the Brancott valley. The grapes were harvested carefully by hand and machine
then taken to the winery for transformation into liquid gold using a variety
of techniques. Whole cluster pressed portions went directly into French oak
barrels for a wild ferment on light solids. Other portions were tank fermented
and some were cold settled and partially tank fermented and then sent to
barrels midferment. The yeast lees in the barrels were stirred frequently over
a nine month period to add body and complexity, and the wine underwent
full malolactic fermentation to stabilise the wine. After its extended nap in the
barrels, the various parcels were pumped back to tank, blended then bottled.
F O O D M ATC H

Perfect with light and delicate foods such as raw and lightly cooked seafood,
crayﬁsh or ceviche. Also try with creamy risotto with roasted chicken thighs topped
with fresh spring onion.
H A R V E S T D AT E
21st - 31st March 2018

COLOUR

V I N E YA R D S
Meadowbank and
Anderson, Southern
Valleys, Marlborough

VA R I E T I E S
100% Chardonnay

NOSE

The aroma offers an abundance of
ripe stonefruits and citrus. These
fresh notes are complimented with
creamy layers from the wild and
malolactic ferments. Memories
of baked pastries and toasted nuts
come to mind.
PA L AT E

A deliciously smooth yet juicy palate
with ﬂavours of stonefruits intertwined
with the creamy and toasty characters.
A wine with veiled complexity and
richness but with a refreshing ﬁnish.

W I N E A N A LY S I S
Alc. 13.0 %
RS. 1.0 g/L
pH. 3.54
TA. 5.14 g/L

CELLARING
Drink now or cellar for
3 years for optimum
drinking. Can cellar up to
10 years.

Big, buttery, oaky? Nope! A soothing Chardonnay with fresh, cool fruit ﬂavours that reﬂect the beauty of the vineyard,

without the winemakers boots stomping all over it. W W W. J U L E S T A Y L O R . C O M
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2019
MARLBOROUGH

SAUVIGNON BLANC
V I N TA G E N O T E S

The growing season began with a roar. A wet winter had left soils saturated and mild
spring temperatures kicked off strong early canopy growth. Flowering was slightly
earlier than average with Sauvignon Blanc in mid flower by late December. A little
drizzle during flowering affected pollination and meant the bunches were open and
had lots of smaller berries in them. After the wet winter and adequate rainfall during
spring, the last significant rain of summer was on Christmas day when 27mls fell.
For the rest of the growing season the warm dry weather was perfect for growing
disease-free fruit and meant harvest was going to start early. The dry summer reduced
the size of the grapes and so crops were a bit lighter than estimates had predicted. I
picked Sauvignon Blanc at lower brix than in other years to ensure there was a good
balance of acidity and fresh flavours. Vintage itself was really concentrated with all
fruit harvested in 22 days compared to the 33 days over 2018. The 2019 harvest is of
very high quality with pristine fruit and great flavours. Sauvignon Blanc flavours will
be very concentrated and in a riper style than the past two vintages.

COLOUR

This wine is pale lime in colour.
V I N I F I C AT I O N

With a dedicated harvesting crew on hand we able to harvest each block individually
once the fruit was ripe and I was happy with the flavours being expressed. At the
winery we pressed the grapes into stainless steel tanks for cold settling before
gently racking off juice lees. We inoculated the juice with select yeast strains
I’d carefully chosen to enhance the wines aromas and flavours. Fermentation
followed at cool temperatures which helps maintain Sauvignon Blanc’s unique
aromas and flavours. The wine was left to settle on its yeast lees for a very
short period before being racked back into stainless steel tanks for maturation.
Then came the best part; blending! Once blended, the wine was stabilised,
filtered and bottled, and sealed it with a screwcap closure to retain freshness.
F O O D M ATC H

Delicious with crispy skinned snapper with a fresh salad of spring greens - or for a
vegetarian alternative try cauliflower rice “risotto” with sage, lemon and pesto.

H A R V E S T D AT E
25 March - 4th April 2019

V I N E YA R D S
Taylor Pass, Awatere &
Omaka Valleys, Lower
Wairau & Hawkesbury,
Marlborough

VA R I E T I E S
100% Sauvignon Blanc

NOSE

Vibrant tropical and citrus aromas
leap out of the glass, socking you with
passionfruit pulp, mango, lemon and
tahitian lime, backed up by fresh notes
of lemon blossom and chamomile.
PA L AT E

Lip smackingly delicious! The palate
contains concentrated tropical fruit
flavours of passionfruit and pineapple,
complimented with fresh citrus notes.
Juicy and dry, this wine has appetizing
acidity and a beautiful lingering finish.

W I N E A N A LY S I S
Alc. 13.5 %
RS. 1.3 g/L
pH. 3.3
TA. 7.27 g/L

CELLARING
Drink now for optimum
drinking. Can cellar up to
3 years.

Mind-blowingly incredible diversity of pure flavour, within a row, even within a bunch.

Grassy, summery, bright honesty with a hint of spill the beans W W W. J U L E S T A Y L O R . C O M
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2018
MARLBOROUGH

GRÜNER VELTLINER
V I N TA G E N O T E S

Temperatures in Marlborough were a few degrees higher than normal heading into
spring. Moisture content in the soils was also low which lead to an even bud burst in
the vines. Below average rain fall continued from September to December, these
settled weather conditions were ideal for ﬂowering and provided a great fruit set.
Post ﬂowering the warmer temperatures continued but the dry conditions gave way
to frequent rainfalls which lead to vigorous growth and an early verasion. With all of
the rain that fell January to March, canopies were in excellent health all the way to
harvest. The real challenge was with some sizeable rainfall events in late February
and early March which caused some disease pressure around the district, but happily
we were able to harvest our fruit in good condition before signiﬁcant botrytis set in.
The Grüner, even though the temperatures were warmer than usual throughout the
growing season, maintained great ﬂavour and a nice level of acidity coming into
harvest.

Light straw-yellow.

V I N I F I C AT I O N

This year the grapes for this wine were harvested from three vineyards, each in a
different sub-region of Marlborough. The fruit was both harvested by hand and
machine. Allowing us to pick in the cool of the night the machine harvested fruit was
quickly whipped to the winery, lightly pressed and cold settled over 48 hours to
remove any solids before fermentation. The fermentation in tank was kept cool and
slow to retain the vibrant aromatics. This approach contrasted with the handpicked
portion of grapes which were pressed directly into old French oak for a hot, fast,
wild ferment followed by malolactic fermentation. Soon after fermentation the wine
was gently clariﬁed, bottled and sealed with a screw cap to maximise freshness.
F O O D M ATC H

Try pork belly with roasted red onion, pearl barley and a sticky jus. Or crispy
ﬁvespice sriracha pork belly for something a bit more spicy.
Gruner Veltliner also rocks with prawn or pork dumplings dipped in ginger and chilli
sauce, yum!

H A R V E S T D AT E
28th March - 7th April
2018

COLOUR

V I N E YA R D S
Wairau Valley, Blind River
& Brancott Valley

VA R I E T I E S
100% Grüner Veltliner

NOSE

The nose has an intense core of fresh
white stone fruit along with subtle
notes of blossom and white pepper.
PA L AT E

The palate has great fruit richness
combining mandarin peel, stonefruit
and blossom. These also a hint of that
classic Grüner white pepper ﬂavour.
This is a ﬁne, concentrated wine with
a lovely textural element from the
wild fermented portion and has a
stunning, refreshing ﬁnish with crisp
acidity.

W I N E A N A LY S I S
Alc. 13.0%
RS. 2.0 g/L
pH. 3.54
TA. 5.41 g/L

CELLARING
Drink now for optimum
drinking. Can cellar up to
5 years.

The best way to describe Grüner Veltliner is as a cool climate wine hailing from the Austrian slopes.

The name’s a bit of a mouthful so we just call it Gru Vee W W W. J U L E S T A Y L O R . C O M
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TA ST I N G N OT E S 2 0 1 8

The OTQ Series is a pure expression of Jules’ winemaking skills and her vision to create wines which speak of their place.
Selected bunches of fruit from the Meadowbank Vineyard were hand harvested and whole cluster pressed into old oak
barrels for wild fermentation and maturation. The resultant wine is a special, very limited showcase of the versatility of
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc.

COLOUR

V I N TAG E N OT E S

This wine is pale green-gold in colour

Heading into spring, temperatures around Marlborough were a few degrees higher than normal. Moisture
content in the soils was low which lead to an even bud burst in the vines. Continued below average rain fall
leading into flowering combined with rising temperatures and settled weather created ideal conditions for
flowering and a great fruit set. Post flowering, the warmer temperatures continued but the dry conditions
gave way to frequent rainfall. These elevated temperatures meant veraison was earlier than usual in
Marlborough. With all of the rain that fell January to March, canopies were in excellent health all the way to
harvest. This meant that even though the temperatures were warmer than normal throughout the growing
season, the fruit maintained flavour intensity and good acidity coming into harvest. The real challenge began
with some sizeable rainfall events in late February and early March causing disease issues around the
district, but happily we were able to harvest our fruit in great condition before botrytis set in.

NOSE
Attractive aromas of pineapple and guava,
combined with citrus and lemongrass overlay
delicate nut and spice notes.

PALATE
VINIFICATION

Revealing the softer side of its Sauvignon
Blanc heritage on the palate, this wine offers a
delicious combination of mandarin and guava,
beautifully laced with notes of brazil nut and
honey from the wild ferment. The wine finishes
with lingering lemon notes.

The fruit for this Sauvignon Blanc was selectively hand-picked from a small vineyard in the Taylor Pass
subregion of Marlborough. Jules selected particular sun-kissed bunches of fruit that were basking in the
sunny Meadowbank Vineyard for this special wine. Following the harvest, Jules took the grapes to the
winery and whole cluster pressed them into old barriques where a fast, furious wild fermentation took
place. Following primary fermentation, the wine went through a full malolactic fermentation to soften the
acid profile and add layers of complexity. She then occasionally stirred the barrels over spring and summer
and the wine was blended, stabilised and bottled prior to the 2019 vintage.

DRINK
Now - 2025

FOOD MATCH
Try this wine paired with fresh grilled seafood or fried halloumi and a tasty salad.

HARVEST TIME

VINEYARDS

VARIETIES

BOTTLING DATE

WINE ANALYSIS

29 March 2018

Meadowbank Vineyard,
Taylor Pass, Marlborough

100% Sauvignon Blanc

1 April 2019

ALC. ––
RS ––
PH. ––
TA. ––

13 %
1.3 g/L
3.37
5.66 g/L
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TA ST I N G N OT E S 2 0 1 7

The OTQ Series is a pure expression of Jules’ winemaking skills and her vision to create wines which speak of their place.
Selected bunches of fruit from Meadowbank Estate were hand harvested, fermented with indigenous yeast and aged in
French oak barrels. The resultant wine exhibits elegant and rich with stone-fruits tied harmoniously with tones of intense
patisserie and toasty oak, held together with brilliant acids and a medium to full body.

COLOUR

V I N TAG E N OT E S

This wine has a luscious golden hue tinged
with a hint of green

The growing season began with very little frost pressure and a fairly even bud-burst throughout the Taylor
Pass sub-region, providing brilliant early flowering conditions for this block of Mendoza chardonnay. Post
bud-burst, the temperature tended to fluctuate, the warm weather encouraged the vines to grow vigorously
but cooler periods suppressed growth. The early flowering period was cooler causing severe ‘Hen and
Chicken’ in the Mendoza clone, the weather during mid-late flowering was much better giving an enhanced
finish to flowering. Veraison came on fast for the Chardonnay and was very even, post this for the months
of January and February the weather was much warmer than pre-veraison, and due to the number of small
berries in a bunch, ripening was rapid. Late March, the fruit tasted incredible with powerful intensity of
flavour, Jules made the call to harvest and we hand-picked all of the fruit before the rain events.

NOSE
This Chardonnay shows concentrated notes
of stone-fruits and citrus. These combine with
smokey reductive tones that compliment the
underlying nutty butter notes.

PALATE

VINIFICATION

A composed and elegant Chardonnay, offering
excellent fruit intensity, creamy texture. Stonefruits are layered with definitive nutty burnt
butter tones from the toasty oak. Brilliantly
structured with bright acidity this wine is
complex and powerful, with a harmonious
finish.

The grapes for this Chardonnay were grown in the Meadowbank Estate Vineyard in the Taylor Pass subregion.
This particular block, settled in this picturesque vineyard, was carefully hand managed to provide low-yield,
high quality crop. Late March the fruit was hand-picked, Jules took the fruit to the winery where she whole
bunch pressed it to provide the juice with perfect clarity. It then underwent a warm wild fermentation in
French oak, to give it some extra character. Following the wild fermentation Jules put the wine through a
full malolactic fermentation in order to soften the acid profile and add additional layers of complexity. With
extended time on lees and stirring in barrel, she then left the wine in oak to mature for 10 months. Just prior
to the 2018 vintage, the wine was removed from oak, stabilised and bottled.

DRINK
Now - 2023

FOOD MATCH
Complimented by poultry based dishes also, crayfish and other rich white seafoods.

HARVEST DATE

VINEYARD

VARIETIES

BOTTLING DATE

WINE ANALYSIS

28 March 2017

Meadowbank Vineyard,
Taylor Pass, Marlborough

100% Chardonnay

29 March 2018

ALC. ––
RS ––
PH. ––
TA. ––

13.29%
0.8 g/L
3.37
5.87 g/L
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MARLBOROUGH

LATE HARVEST
V I N TA G E N O T E S

Temperatures in Marlborough were a few degrees higher than normal heading into
spring. Moisture content in the soils were low which lead to an even bud burst in the
vines. Below average rain fall continued from September to December, these settled
weather conditions were ideal for ﬂowering and a great fruit set. The Sauvignon
ﬂowered very close behind the other varieties, and we were beginning to worry that
everything would be ready to harvest at the same time! Post ﬂowering, the warmer
temperatures continued but the dry conditions gave way to frequent rainfall which
meant verasion was earlier than usual in Marlborough. Due to the strong fruit set,
colour thinning and fruit dropping were required in some of the blocks to ensure
yields were kept down. With all of the rain that fell January to March, canopies were
in excellent health all the way to harvest. The sizable rainfall events in late February
and early March caused disease across the district, but luckily for this wine, disease
equals deliciousness! And we were able to leave this botrytised fruit on the vines for
a good amount of time to allow them over ripen and become more intensely sweet,
fruity and sticky.

COLOUR

Light lustrous gold.

V I N I F I C AT I O N

NOSE

We hand picked the grapes one cold morning late April 2018. The raisined berries
were crushed and pressed a ﬁrst time. The juice from the initial pressing was chilled
and returned to the press, allowing the skins to rehydrate, and thus obtaining a little
more of the precious nectar. The viscous juice was settled then fermented in a small
tank, a slow affair due to the high concentration of sugars in the juice. We ﬁnally
bottled in August of 2018.
.

This wine has outstanding aromas
of passionfruit, lychee’s and
caramelised ﬁg with notes of honey
and a touch of white ﬂoral fragrance.

F O O D M ATC H

Sticky (or stinky!) cheese platter with caramelised ﬁgs and honey toasted nuts.

H A R V E S T D AT E
20 & 23 April 2018

V I N E YA R D S
Meadowbank Vineyard,
Taylor Pass, Marlborough

VA R I E T I E S
100% Sauvignon Blanc

PA L AT E

The palate is decadently sweet
with concentrated ﬂavours of ripe
passionfruit, lychee’s, and apricot
marmalade and a hint of grapefruit pith.
A soft line of acidity from its Sauvignon
Blanc heritage cuts through the
sweetness to balance the rich ﬂavours
to perfection. Luscious!

W I N E A N A LY S I S
Alc. 13.5 %
RS. 141.5 g/L
pH. 3.53
TA. 9.49 g/L

CELLARING
Drink now or cellar for up
to 5 years.

Sometimes we leave the fruit on the vines and let it ripen and over ripen and then we make

teeny tiny quantities of tart honeyed gold. W W W. J U L E S T A Y L O R . C O M
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TA ST I N G N OT E S 2 0 1 8

The OTQ Series is a pure expression of Jules’ winemaking skills and her vision to create wines which speak of their place.
Bunches of Pinot Noir fruit were hand selected by Jules from the Branken Hill Vineyard and carefully hand harvested.
Jules took them to the winery where she gently pressed the grapes and the rest is history.
This wine exhibits brilliant summer red fruits and sweet floral notes, with bright acidity and incredible length.

COLOUR

V I N TAG E N OT E S

This wine has a soft salmon pink hue.

Heading into spring temperatures around Marlborough were a few degrees higher than normal. Moisture
content in the soils was low which lead to an even bud burst in the vines. Continued below average rain fall
from September to December leading into flowering combined with rising temperatures and settled weather
created ideal conditions for flowering and a great fruit set. Post flowering, the warmer temperatures
continued but the dry conditions gave way to frequent rainfall. These elevated temperatures meant verasion
was earlier than usual in Marlborough. Due to the strong fruit set colour thinning was required for the
Pinot Noir to ensure yields were kept down. With all of the rain that fell January to March, canopies were in
excellent health all the way to harvest. This meant that even though the temperatures were warmer than
normal throughout the growing season, the fruit maintained flavour intensity and good acidity coming into
harvest. The real challenge began with some sizable rainfall events in late February and early March causing
disease issues around the district, but happily we were able to harvest our fruit in good condition before
significant botrytis set in.

NOSE
This Rosé is packed with aromas of raspberry,
pomegranate and watermelon. It offers subtle
suggestions of apple blossom and nuances of
cream.

PALATE
Exhibiting exuberant flavours of red summer
fruits with juicy acidity followed by subtle
tones of quince and apple blossom, it flows
effortlessly through the palate with a perfect
balance of texture, acidity and minerality. Most
compelling is the incredible length of this wine,
providing you with a silky yet refreshingly dry
finish.

VINIFICATION
The grapes for this Pinot Noir Rosé were selected by Jules from the Branken Hill Vineyard which is nestled
in the Hawkesbury sub-region of Marlborough. The fruit was hand harvested late March in the early hours
of the morning. At the winery, Jules crushed the grapes to the press, and left them on their skins for a
couple of hours in order to produce the beautiful soft salmon pink colour. She then clarified and racked the
juice into tank where it began a long and cool ferment with a selected yeast strain to retain the unique
aromas and flavours. Finally the wine was racked off yeast lees, stabilised it and filtered in order to provide
brightness and clarity.

DRINK
Now - 2021

FOOD MATCH
Seafood dishes such as shellfish, octopus, snapper, also compliments cucumber or eggplant focused dishes.

HARVEST DATE

VINEYARD

VARIETIES

BOTTLING DATE

WINE ANALYSIS

20 March / 6 April 2018

Branken Hill Vineyard,
Hawkesbury, Marlborough

100% Pinot Noir

2 August 2018

ALC. ––
RS ––
PH. ––
TA. ––

13%
1.1 g/L
3.53
6.3 g/L
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2018
MARLBOROUGH

PINOT NOIR
V I N TA G E N O T E S

Marlborough’s spring, temperatures were a few degrees above average and moisture
content in the soils was low. This lead to a very even bud burst. Below average rain
fall continued until December, which was ideal for ﬂowering and provided a great
fruit set. Post ﬂowering, the warmer temperatures continued but the dry conditions
gave way to frequent rainfall which meant verasion occurred earlier than usual. Due
to the strong fruit set, fruit thinning was required to ensure yields were kept down.
With all of the rain that fell January to March, canopies were in excellent health all
the way to harvest. The real challenge was with some sizeable rainfall events in late
February and early March which caused some disease pressure around the district.
It was a unique harvest with unusual humidity and frequent rain which resulted in
more savory ﬂavours in the fruit and resultant wine.
V I N I F I C AT I O N

COLOUR

The grapes for this Pinot Noir were grown in Marlborough’s Southern and the
Waihopai valleys by ﬁve local farmers passionate about this variety. The fruit was
predominantly harvested by hand over a three week period from late March as
optimum ripeness was reached in each block. At the winery a combination of
traditional and modern winemaking techniques has been employed in order to
incorporate the beneﬁts of both approaches. The fruit was all de-stemmed into small
open top fermenters and cold soaked for between 5 and 10 days. Following this the
juice was fermented with the indigenous yeast that arrived with the fruit from the
vineyards. Following primary fermentation wine also underwent a full malolactic
ferment. Hand plunging during fermentation ensured a good extraction of colour
and tannins. Portions of the blend remained on skins post fermentation, while others
were pressed at dryness before being transferred to a combination of French oak
barrels for maturation. The wine was bottled in March of 2019.

Vibrant violet red.

F O O D M ATC H

Roasted duck breast with green beens with a hazelnut and orange dressing or try a
lamb loin with butternut gnocchi, purple carrot and black garlic.

H A R V E S T D AT E
21st March - 11th April
2018

V I N E YA R D S
Southern Valleys
& Waihopai Valley,
Marlborough

VA R I E T I E S
100% Pinot Noir

NOSE

A lifted nose packed with aromas of
plum and blackberry. Baking spices also
entwine with darker earthy notes.
PA L AT E

The fruit is up-front and mouth-ﬁlling,
again with blackberry and plum
ﬂavours to the fore. These berry
ﬂavours carry through to earthy tones
and the wine ﬁnishes nicely with hints
of spice. This is a lush Pinot Noir with
the fruit providing approachability that
is backed with a soft acidity and supple
tannins.

W I N E A N A LY S I S
Alc. 13.5%
RS. 0.7 g/L
pH. 3.62
TA. 5.56 g/L

CELLARING
Drink now or cellar for
two years for optimum
drinking. Cellar up to 5
years.

Fickle and demanding, this little number is a piece of work, but has turned into some

Dangerously good Marlborough Pinot Noir. W W W. J U L E S T A Y L O R . C O M
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TA ST I N G N OT E S 2 0 1 7

The OTQ Series is a pure expression of Jules’ winemaking skills and her vision to create wines which speak of their place.
Selected bunches of fruit from the Wrekin Vineyard were hand harvested, fermented with indigenous yeast and aged
in old French oak barrels. The resultant wine exhibits powerfully intense black fruit flavours, seamlessly balanced with
seductively woven, silky tannins.

COLOUR

V I N TAG E N OT E S

Striking dark ruby-red with a purple hue.

A winter with below average rainfall preceded the spring which was characterised by a lack of frosts. This
resulted in a very even bud-burst. Consistent temperatures during flowering provided a very even berry
set. A number of rain events provided strong growth, but cased the season to run behind. The period after
veraison was followed by some warmer sunnier weather throughout the summer leading up to harvest.
The pinot noir grapes were hand harvested in multiple passes, from late March through to mid-April with
the smallest berries being harvested first.

NOSE
This Pinot Noir exudes powerful aromas of
blackberries, black cherry and plum. Smokey
overtones from the French oak barriques are
layered with earthy notes and hints of baking
spices.

PALATE
This Pinot Noir is juicy, fleshy and full
bodied. With impressive primary flavours of
blackberries, boysenberries and black Doris
plums, this wine shows complexity with wellintegrated oak and velvety tannins. Decant 20
minutes prior for optimum drinking.

VINIFICATION
The grapes for this Pinot Noir were grown organically on the Wrekin Vineyard which lies in Marlborough’s
Brancott Valley. Positioned on northwestern facing slopes, set in deep clay soils, this charming little vineyard
was carefully managed to provide a very low-yielding, high quality crop. The intensely flavoured fruit was
hand harvested from late March, then de-stemmed into small open top fermenters where it was cold
soaked for 10 days. The wine was then fermented with indigenous yeast. Gentle hand plunging during the
fermentation ensured delicate extraction of tannins and colour. After some time on skins and extended
maceration, Jules pressed off the wine into a combination of new and old French barriques. The wine
underwent a full malolactic fermentation during the 11 months it was maturing in barrel. Just prior to the
2017 vintage, the wine was removed from oak, given a light egg white fining and bottled.

FOOD MATCH

DRINK

Suited well to wild game such as duck, boar, and venison, mushrooms & eggplant compliment well as
vegetarian options.

Now - 2025

HARVEST TIME

VINEYARDS

VARIETIES

BOTTLING DATE

WINE ANALYSIS

24 March / 15 April 2017

Wrekin Vineyard, Brancott
Valley, Marlborough

100% Pinot Noir

29 March 2018

ALC. ––
RS ––
PH. ––
TA. ––

13.5%
0.9 g/L
3.54
5.77 g/L
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